
UNIT 1: CANADIAN GEOGRAPHY 
• What physical and natural forces have shaped Canada and created a diverse landscape? 
• How have physical and natural forces shaped our culture and identity? 
• How have communities in Canada adapted to, and been affected by, geographical changes? 
• How are important physical and cultural characteristics distributed across the map of Canada? 
 
UNIT 2: BUILDING A NATION 
• Why did people immigrate to Canada in the 1800s? 
• What challenges were faced by European settlers and Aboriginal peoples from 1815-1867? 
• How did responsible government evolve in Canada?  
• How and why did Canada become a nation?  
• How are we governed? (levels/structures) 
 
UNIT 3: CHALLENGE OF THE NORTHWEST 
• How did the fur trade affect the people, politics, and economy of the Northwest? 
• What led to political and social unrest in western Canada in the 1870s and 1880s? 
• What role did the Metis play in the development of western Canada? 
• Why was the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway significant in the development of Canada? 
 
UNIT 4: ON THE PACIFIC 
• How did the cultural geography (land and people) of BC change from the time of exploration to the present? 
• What key political changes occurred in British Columbia from 1819-1871? 
• How did the rush for gold affect cultural and economic issues in British Columbia? 
• How did geography, resources, and immigration impact the development of British Columbia? 
 
UNIT 5: EMERGING CANADA 
• How did Canada and its identity change during the Laurier Era? What were some of the growing pains? 
• What was the impact of economic changes, immigration, and social issues at the turn of the century? 
 
UNIT 6: ECONOMY AND RESOURCES 
• How has the Canadian Economy changed during the 21st century 
• What are some of the major challenges and opportunities for BC/Canada in the global economy? 
• What is the impact of sustainability on resource development in British Columbia? 



Your teacher does not have many rules... mostly it is expected that students will operate with a few 
principles in mind: 
• mutual respect -- treat the students, teacher, and learning space with dignity, safety, and 

calmness  
• self-reliance -- take responsibility for your actions, attendance, work habits, expected work & 

progress  
• balance -- there is a season (and time in class) for everything: teacher, student, together, alone, 

tech, no-tech, food , no-food 
• curiosity -- ask thoughtful questions of your self, teacher, and classmates, and ask for help when 

you need it  
 
In exchange, your teacher will strive to make the class time as positive and productive as possible, 
minimize homework, and keep the focus on critical thinking, meaningful connections (including 
personal ones), and strong learning about our topics. You are invited to be active participants in how 
this course and classroom experience unfolds.  
 

Assessment happens all the time -- when our questions are answered, when we think about whether 
we understand, something, when you get feedback on something you have said or done, and when 
you get evaluated on things you've turned in. 
 
The "summative" parts -- the assessments your teacher uses to prepare reports and assign marks -- 
are generated from the work you submit (e.g. smaller assignments like maps), the projects you 
complete (e.g. the Heritage Connections Project), and the tests you write (e.g. Unit Tests with critical 
thinking questions and access to your notes).  
 
You must actually do the work to get the marks, just as you have to actually be here if you want the 
benefit of the lessons. Your teacher will accept late work up to a point -- normally up to the end of the 
next unit or 3 weeks, whichever comes first. After that it is past due and you must make a new or 
different attempt to demonstrate your understanding of missed learning outcomes. Your teacher 
believes this reflects the principles listed above, especially mutual respect and self-reliance. 
 
It is very important that you reflect on how things are going for you as often as you can, and come talk 
to your teacher when you need help. Usually, there is some time set aside in each class for this 
purpose -- ask a question, share what you are working on, get a concept explained, or challenge an 
idea. Your teacher and often your classmates are here for that purpose -- to help your learn. We're 
not as direct or fast as a google search, but we know how to laugh, ponder, and provoke. 
 


